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"Exercising machine."

I. WALLACE JOHN STOCKMAN
JOHNSON, Engineer, c[o Johnson Com-
pany. Bank of America Budding. Berkeley
4, State of California.; United States of
America, a citizen of the United States of
America, hereby declare this invention and
the manner in which it is to be performed,
to be fully described and ascertained in.
and by the following statement:—

This invention relates to exercising
machines for exercising the muscles of the
body normally utilized in rowing and

It is the principal object of my inven-
tion to provide an improved exercising
machine of the character referred to by
means of which passive or active exercis-
ing may be obtained by a true rowing
motion combined with bicycling leg
motion.

It is a further object of my invention
to provide a machine of the. character des-

cribed having no unbalanced positions in
its operating cycle, and the operating
power requirement of which is minimum
and uniform.

It is a further object of my invention
to provide a machine of the character des-
cribed in which the operating mechanism
is completely enclosed for maximum safety
of the user.
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One form which, the invention may
assume is exemplified in the following des-
cription and illustrated by way of example,
in which:

Fig. I is 7r view in plan of an exercising
machine embodying the preferred form of
my invention.

Fig. 2 is a side elevation of said machine.

Fig. 3 is an enlarged fragmentary view
taken centrally and longitudinally through
the frame and the transmission case, show-
ing in detail the operating elements of the
machine.

Fig. 4 is a transverse sectional view
through the operating mechanism of the
machine taken on line 4-4 of Fig. 3.

Fig. 5 is a fragmentary view in plan of
the connection between the connecting
rods and the crank pin of the machine.

Fig. 6 is a fragmentary view in section
through the clutch mechanism taken on
line 6-6 of Fig. 4.

Fig. 7 is a fragmentary view in trans-
verse section taken on the line 7-7 of Fie.
3.

Referring more particularly to the ac-

companying drawings, 10 indicates an exer-
cising machine embodying the preferred
form of my invention, which machine
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^members 16 to bear on the floor for vibra-enables a user to obtain either passive or %in
active exercise of the muscles ordinarily* -turn absorbing and for flow protective

used in rowing and bicycling.

The machine is ofjk jxwteble nature

and comprises a dosed rigid frame II v
of

simple construction . which - cpmpletely

houses the operating mechanism of the

machine. This- frame is^ formed^ of two
tubular side frame members 12 aarchedJn
substantial semi-circular form. These frame

members 12 are arranged upright with

their terminals lowermost and are disposed

at opposite inclinations to the vertical so

that they are spaced more closely together

purposes.

Arranged within the frame 11 and se-

curely fixed to the side plates 14 is a rigid

transmission case IS. This transmission

easel}B is, preferably formed in two com-

plementary halves having meeting surfaces

or faces aft: the longitudinal centre of the

tase\I8.: litis transmission case 18 houses
.' the operating mechanism of the machine,

as will be described.

Arranged on the longitudinal centre of

. . j. i ~f tv»*» the frame and extending forwardly of its

at the longituamal «nne^ top of he
geoI|Mca) ccntrc h a vocally projecting

frame than at the base and ends of the
gandlc.bar or fim levcr ,9 whic5^

J

ivolc§
frame. - —
A side plate 14 is arranged exteriorly

of each side frame 12, which side plate

has a bottom marginal edge lying in a

plane extending between the terminals of

the side frame. Each side plate 14 has an

arcuate edge conforming to the contour of

the frame member 1 1 and is secured there-

to by welding, as illustrated most clearly

in Fig. 4. The side plates are laterally

arched, as illustrated most clearly in Fig.

1, to give a pleasing appearance to the

frame 11.

A top plate 15 is provided which is

bent in semi-circular form to conform to

the arcuate contour of the side frames

12, and the side edges of this top plate

15 are moulded so as to conform to the

top edge contour of the frame, as illus-

trated. The side edges of the top plate

15 are also welded to the side frame mem-
bers 12, as illustrated. The ends of the

top plate extend to the bottom edges of

the side plates 14 and register therewith

and lie in the same plane so that the

bottom of the frame is defined by the

edges of the three plates, all lying in the

same plane.

Transverse frame members 16 extend

between and are secured to the side plates

14 adjacent the lower edges thereof and

adjacent the opposite ends of the frame

11 to aid in forming the rigid closed

frame structure 11. Suitable floor engag-

ing pads 17 of rubber or like material are

provided at the underside of the frame

11, preferably on the transverse frame

at its lowermost end within the transmis-

sion case 18 on a transverse pintle 20

journalled at its ends in suitable bearings

in the transmission case 18. The upper
end of this handle-bar or first lever 19

projects vertically through the transmission

case 18. abnd the top plate 15 of the

housing. At its, upper end the lever 19

is fitted with handle-bars 21 somewhat like

those ordinarily fitted to bicyc les of con-

ventional type. The handle-bar or first

lever 19 is intended to oscillate longitu-

dinally of the frame on the longitudinal

centre of the latter and for this purpose

the upper plate 15 of the frame 11 and
the upper wall of the transmission case

1U die aiiril^v* t*i u«i\*

A seat supporting or second lever 21

is provided which is also vertically disposed

and which is in longitudinal alignment
with the handle-bar or first lever 19. This
seat lever is arranged at a spaced distance

rearwardly of the geometrical centre of

the, frame and is pivoted for longitudinal

oscillation on the frame 11 in the same
longitudinal plane as is the handle-bar

or first lever 19. The lower end of the

seat or second lever 24 extends within the

transmission case and is pivoted thereto

by means of a pintle 25 suitably joumalled
at its ends in the sides of the transmission

case 18.

The axes of the pintles 20 and 25 are,

of course, parallel but the pintle 25 is

positioned at a spaced distance below the
pintle 20 for a purpose which will be
hereinafter described.
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• To accommodate the oscillatinggroove-

mem o£ the seat or second lever^ the

upper #all 15 of the frame 11 i* slotted *v

as at 26, and the upper end;^thc/ trans%£

mission case is slotted as ar 27i" ^ :

^.r^Tfc'u^^K eni o( the s«t; supporting -

;or iccond^Jeyer 24 is fitted witfi^a seat

or saddle 28 similar to those with which
convenuonal bkycks are e^ippedSr in*

tend that the handle-bars 21 be adjostable

on the handle-bar lever 19 amt|lrci»eat v

28 be adjustable cm the seat lever 24, bail
in that such s^ustability fonm ik> part

of the preset invention, it will : not be
described in dlfcfe-;

I intend that the handle-bar lever 19

and the seat supporting lever 24 oscillate

in unison and move at all times in the

same direction but at relatively different

speeds. That is to say, I intend the handle-

bar lever 19 oscillate through an arc which
is greater than the arc through which the

seat supporting lever 24 oscillates. Al-

though the oscillations are synchronous,

the rate of travel of the seat supporting
lever 24 will be less than the rate of

travel of the handle-bar lever 19. This
gives a true rowing motion and exercises

those muscles of the arms and torso

ordinarily used in rowing.
To accomplish this operation of the

handle-bar lever 19 and seat supporting

lever 24, I provide a crank-shaft 28 formed
in two parts and mounted at its ends in

bearings 29 formed in opposite sides of

the transmission case 18. The crank-shaft

28 extends, of course, transversely of the

transmission case and the frame of the

machine. Fixed on the crank shaft at one
side of the longitudinal centre of the

machine is a radial crank web 30 having
a crank pin SI which is also secured in

a spur gear 32 fixed on the crank-shaft,

as illustrated. The crank pin 31 is, of

course, eccentric with respect to the crank-

shaft 28 so that it will revolve about the

axis thereof.

Journalled on the crank pin 31 are two
connecting rods 33 and 34. The connect-

ing rod 33 extends generally forwardly of

the machine and is pivotally connected by
a wrist pin 35 to the handle-bar lever 19

at a point longitudinally spaced along the

latter from the pintle 20. The second con-
necting rod 34 is connected by a .wrist :

pin 37 to the seat supporting lever 24 at
a point lcmgitudinalfy spaced from the
pintle 25. The longitudinal spacing along
the lever 24 between the pin 37rand the :

pintle 25 is considerably greater than the
;

;

spacing between the pintle 20 and the
pin 35 of the handle-barClever 19 so that

the latter will oscillate through an arc
of greater angularity than win the seat

supporting lever 24.

To rotate the crank-shaft 28 and there-

by revolve the crank pin 31, the spur gear
3Z is in mesbwith a spur gear 39 rotatably

mounted cm^ a tjansverse pedal shaft 40.

This pedal shaft 40 is jouraaOed in bear-

ings 41 at opposite sides of the transmis-
sion case 18. Relatively fixed to the spur
gear 39 is a worm wheel 42 which is in
mesh with a worm 43. The pitch angle
of the worm 45 and, of course, of the
teeth of the worm wheel 42 is in excess
of 17° so that the worm wheel 42, when
rotated, will cause rotation of the worm
43 and vice versa.

The worm 43 is secured on a worm
shaft 44 connected by a coupling 45 to

an electric motor 46. Obviously when this

motor is in operation, a drive will be
transmitted through the worm shaft 44
to the worm 43 and thence to the worm
wheel 42. Inasmuch as this worm wheel
42 is relatively fixed to the spur gear 39,

a drive will be transmitted to the latter

and thence to the spur gear 32 and thence
to the crank pin 31 to revolve the same
about the axis of the crank-shaft 28, operat-
ing the handle-bar and seat supporting
levers 19 and 24, as previously described.

A clutch member 47 is feathered on
the pedal shaft 40 having a clutch face

48 to mesh with a clutch face 49 on the
hub of the spur gear 39, so that this

latter may, if desired, be clutched to the
pedal shaft 40 or disengaged therefrom.
The clutch member 47 is engaged by a
clutch shifting fork 50 in turn connected
with a clutch shift lever 51. This lever

extends upwardly through the case 18 to
a point closely adjacent to the geometrical
centre of the case between the handle-bar
and seat supporting levers 19 and 24, at
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which point it fitted with a. clutch

shiftily knol> :5t^|,:;-

^ The arra^ i* such'.',

that shifting , ©r thc^xKtcK member 47

may be effected by longitudinal movement

of the shiftvU^M^SSt'^td^ through

the
an upw^ji^on^
be clearly 'fxt^rfti^^^^ 1^^ *>» enffljsfc^

ment of tl»vdutc^^
depression of the to fi-

movement of the shift fever; 51 wilt: be ^
translated into^^iiseng^ <4; ;the

;;^

:iJutch* •'
: y^;:^^^^0^^!-^/r :M

The ends oF ite;^
laterally from' thfc nra*bf

7

the fc
frame and?^'

at each end it is fitted *nth a pedal lever 7

55; which levers are fixed to the pedal'

shaft 40 and arranged* at 180° apart;

Laterally and outwardly extending rotate

able pedals 54 are fitted to the ends of f

the pedal levers 53.

The relative positioning of the pedal-

shaft 40, the seat 2» and the handle-bars

21 is such that when one is seated on the

seat 28, the handlebars 21 may be grasped

in the hands with the feet disposed on

the pedals 54, much in the manner of a

bicycle.

Assuming that the clutch 47 is inengage?

ment, clutching the spur; gear 39 to the

pedal shaft 40", and the motor 46 is in

operation, the pedal shaft 40 will be

driven and the handlebar and seat sup-

porting levers 19 and 24 will be placed

in operation, so that the user will be

exercised. That is to say, those muscles

of the user ordinarily used in rowing and

in bicycling riding will be exercised by

the combined operations of the machine.

Such exercise, however, I prefer to term

"passive exercise."

However, if the user desires active exer-

cise, the clutch 47 may be moved to dis-

engaging position and the user may cause

operation of the various parts of the

mechanism by manual effort. It is seen

that the friction set up in the various

parts will provide sufficient: resistance to

operation to properly exercise the user.

If desired, the user may only actively exer-

cise his legs by manual operation of ihe

pedals H, or he mac^only actively exer-,

rise his arm and tcwd muscles by a rtwiiqp:

action effected manual effort exerted

on the handle-b^ltver 19 and the seat

supporting lever 24.
'%

I wish to point out that^the operation^

of; the machine requires a£ minimum *>T.

power and the power, r^uiremcnt is 'unl-zr .;

form in that there is no unbalanced " powfj,-:

twm iAtlthe cycle of operation of the levers >

^ift"ahd/!^ rowing motion which is /

Wea^: by^^ »^
:

aided - by any^ manual effort exerted by

the user in producing a rowing action and,

is no time hindered by such manual effort

of the user; Also, the weight of the user

of the machine may be distributed by him

as he desires between the scat and the

foot pedals*.

The reason that the minimum of power

effort is required is that the weight of the

user imposed on Ae lever 24 is taken up
directly by the pintle 25- This is like-

wise true when the wertght of the user

is imposed on the pedals 54.

In operation of the device, it is con-

structed substantially as illustrated and

described, and I prefer that the circuit

of the motor 46 be equipped with a switch

55 adjacent one of the grips of the handle-

bars 21 so that the user of the machine

can at any time quickly and easily open

or close the ciicuit of the- motor *
6. Ob

viously, the operating knob 52 of the shift

lever 51 is also conveniently located so

that the user may at any time throw in

or throw out the clutch, as desired.

The user sits upon the seat 28 and
places the feet on the pedals 54 and rt;isi>s

the grips of the handle-bars 21. If he

desires passive exercise, he closes the

switch 55 to close the circuit of the motor

46. Operation of the motor will be trans-

mitted through the worm shaft 41 10 the

worm 43 and thence to the worm wheel

42. This worm wheel, as previously des-

cribed, is relatively fixed to the spur gear

39.

Assuming that the clutch face 18 of

the clutch member 47 is in mesh with the

clutch face 49 of the spur gear 39. the

latter will be clutched to the pedal shaft

40 and the latter will be power driven,

8
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causing

^ rag exercise to-lhdJfpL^I
the same time arrive
from the spuM«^9^c#«»e*^
32 tO'i^fr&Utt^<^?W>31' a

«is of thec^^ra Uic.anwi

»the-ir*i*k*^^ fcfclnSlil^ mfctid&^v

itctting **dii^

scat supporti^^ fmibt^^

In that the point of connexion
the connecting rod^^d^^ wvmtfm^ thc^
porting lt«r>$4ia£^^ . *

;

thHb^ ^nd «cer-

tion of the coimeitiSrifes^
handlebar lever 19 afi* i* pft^
tion'SO^t^Uatter^Ihbei^^

v~* r T ~*~ z

a greater arc of oscillation ^uqng ^
same time that~the seat leve^^ is moved;
through a lesser arc of oscillation.

This movement of the levers 19 and 20

simultaneously in the same direction but

at relatively different speedsvteates a true

rowing action to properly exercise the arm
and torso muscles ordinarily used in

rowing.

If it is desired to actively exercise, the

circuit of the motor is opened and the

clutch face 48 of the? tlutch member 47

may, if it is not desired to exercise the

legs, be disengaged from the clutch face

49 of the spur gear 39 by depression of

the knob 52 of the shift lever 51; As
previously stated, such movement of the

shift lever 51 pivots the shift fork 50

about its pivotal pins 50a and moves the

clutch member 47 endwise along the pedal

shaft 40 to a disengaging position. Springs

50b are provided and associated with the pivotarsupporting point of the seat sup-
shifting fork 50 and normally tend to porting lever, whereby owing to the un-
maintain the shifting fork in a disengaged

iength of the levers, the rate of
position. oscillation is rendered different.

The user may then exert manual effort

to create the rowing motion through the

medium of the levers 19_ and 20, and may
or may hot operate the: pedal shaft 40

through the medium of the pedals 54. *

The user, if desired, may operate the

entire machine through the medium of

the pedals 54, creating the rowing motion
generated by the levers 19 and 24.

lart

I'ttainHs:

type with a handle-bar and a seat, includ-

ing ; a handle-bar lever pivoted to the

frame of the machine and a seat support-

ing lever also pivoted to the frame, both
of the levers being oscillatory longitudin-

ally of the frame, and means for simul-

taneously oscillating the levers in unison
and in the same angular direction but
moving the seat supporting lever at a

relatively lower rate of speed than the

handle-bar lever.

y 2. An exercising machine, as set forth

in claim 1, including a rotatable crank and
connecting rods extending from the crank
to the levers for oscillating them upon
rotation of the crank*

3. An exercising machine, as set forth

in claim i, in which the pivotal support
for the handle-bar lever is located at a

higher elevation in the frame than the

4. An exercising machine, as set forth

in claims 1 and 2, wherein the points of

connection between the connecting rods
and the levers are such relative to the
pivotal points of the levers that operation
of the crank will be accompanied by oscil-

lation of the levers with the seat sup-

porting lever moving at a relatively lower
rate of speed than the handle-bar lever.
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